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Abstract: With the rapid development of national economy construction, China’s science and technology level has also been 
effectively improved, and the development of intelligent finance has been applied in the industry.This chapter mainly starts with 
the impact of intelligent finance on financial and accounting practitioners, analyzes the countermeasures of intelligent financial 
management of Chinese financial and accounting application, and expects to bring certain help to the development of China’s 
financial and accounting industry.
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Intelligent finance has been popularized and used in many industries. On the one hand, it improves the work efficiency of 
enterprise managers in the management work, and on the other hand, it also provides efficient and accurate management of financial 
information.The application of intelligent financial technology will go deep into every corner of human daily life, but people must 
also seriously take the impact and negative impact of intelligent finance on human social, economic and financial accounting work, 
and make corresponding preparations.
1.  The impact of intelligent finance on financial and accounting work
1.1 The favorable impact of intelligent finance on financial and accounting work

First is to improve the processing speed of financial management data, while reduce the financial accounting in the actual 
management work, to improve the data credibility in financial accounting work, but also to financial information brought a more stable 
storage method of information, for the company’s financial information management also has a great universality and timeliness, can 
also greatly improve the speed and ability of information processing.
1.2 Negative impact of intelligent finance on financial affairs and accounting

First is that it has a certain impact and potential danger on the company’s financial safety. Secondly, the technology is still in 
development and still faces some obstacles in the company’s financial processing.Another is the lack of effective financial decision-
making, and will have a huge impact on the traditional financial accounting work.
2. Related strategies to deal with the impact of intelligent finance on financial and 
accounting
2.1 Integrate the evaluation and data analysis into the intelligent finance

The emergence of intelligent finance, effectively improve the work efficiency of enterprise financial work, because enterprises 
must still deal with some emergencies, due to the lack of thinking and analysis, make the adaptability in the decision-making process, 
intelligent financial in enterprise financial accounting is often unable to deal with effectively, this is also the lack of intelligent finance.
According to these situations, we can conduct big data analysis and evaluation by the financial accountant after the intelligent 
financial management analysis and analysis, and use this process to complete the investigation and filling of the intelligent financial 
management work.
2.2 Expand our horizons and strengthen exchanges with international advanced financial management

With the rapid and vigorous development of intelligent finance in the field of financial accounting, The company’s financial 
management has also began begun to gradually flourish towards a more complex and international perspective, So it is not only 
limited to the company’s economic development at home and abroad, Some large companies are gradually entering the stage of global 
economic development, Through investment, exchanges and cooperation with large international and local companies, The details of 
the company’s international economic exchanges must also be implemented and maintained by the company’s financial staff, And the 
company’s financial workers in the level of working ability and comprehensive quality, Will directly affect the company’s business 
activities in globalization, So in the background of Times economic development, the staff of the company, More need to firmly grasp 
the company’s domestic and foreign economic exchange opportunities, Improve their comprehensive quality and comprehensive 
level, More effectively interact and communicate with the global business personnel in the global business cooperation.
2.3 Adjust the process in the work and adapt to intelligent finance

The main content of the company’s financial and accounting work is to do a good job of accounting, accounting and accounting, 
among which the main content is to manage and summarize the expenses of employees and the company receipt information.In the 
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current situation of economic and social development, financial accounting staff in order to conform to the society of the new era of 
financial management development, must change to their work thinking and ideological structure, and improve their professional 
ability, rather than just stagnation in the traditional single content, but endless repetition of the same work.With the rapid development 
of the intelligent financial management technology, the company will gradually prefer more to the intelligent financial management 
mode in the work, in order to reduce the post requirements for the Chinese traditional financial personnel and audit managers.Therefore, 
in order to improve whether the company can effectively adapt to the development of The Times, only a positive transformation, so 
that financial talents can have a comprehensive ability, to deal with some potential challenges faced in the practical work.
2.4 Improve the professional ability of the financial staff

Improve their own mastery and understanding of the basic skills of financial management, Strengthen the communication with 
colleagues, or conduct internal communication with the unit, To further enhance the ability to handle real problems, Innovate their 
own way of thinking, Further understand the basic knowledge of financial management in various fields, To meet the increasingly 
developed modern needs from this perspective, Intelligent finance is one of the important tools to spur financial staff to improve 
themselves, In the financial sector, In addition to having to master business skills through familiarity, It must also further enhance 
the internal analysis ability of financial problems within enterprises, Problems must be explained and dealt with from a more macro 
perspective, Provide reasonable business opinions to customers, In order to improve the office efficiency of the financial management 
institutions.
2.5 Improve the automation level of the office process

The important impact of intelligent finance on management and accounting is also reflected in improving the intelligent 
management level of the office process.Because intelligent finance includes many advanced office procedures, thus saving a lot of 
manual computing time.It reduces the work pressure of the financial personnel, and also reduces the chance of mistakes, and thus 
increases the accuracy of the calculation.Take the accounts receivable of financial accounting as an example of financial accounting, 
if adopted the method of manual operation, each month will deal with the finance of thousands of invoices and bills, and only after the 
correct accounting of the above bill, can carry out the verification of accounts accounts.If this work is carried out entirely manually, 
it will lead to special work pressure, and in the calculation process of calculation, resulting in huge losses to the company’s property.
Intelligent finance can replace the staff to complete the relevant operation of the above money, and automatically complete the bill 
audit of the financial check. As long as the staff completes the program compilation in advance, the intelligent finance can replace the 
manual operation, and the calculation results after completing the operation and the handover party can directly complete the audit.On 
the one hand, these methods reduce the error probability of manual calculation, on the other hand, they reduce the impact of enterprise 
manpower to modify the corresponding data, protect the financial safety of enterprises, and also enhance the accuracy and authenticity 
of commercial audit processing.At the same time, the intelligent financial management system also has many unfully studied functions, 
such as the ability of language retrieval. Through the use of language recognition function, the financial management instructions can 
be conveyed and identified, and thus improve the work efficiency of the financial management system.
3. Epilogue

Under the rapid promotion of intelligent finance, it will affect the traditional institutional architecture on the one hand, and on 
the other hand, it will make the defects in the traditional accounting work more prominent.And this point, requires the traditional 
accounting workers must be in the background of high intelligence and information innovation management concept, actively seek 
to adapt to intelligent financial management new financial development path, and seize the actual economic development, using 
feasible and reasonable methods to adapt to the era of intelligent financial management, so as to ensure in the process of improving 
the company development efficiency, also can make the social to more rapid economic development.
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